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The effect of incident field refraction on the scattered field from vertically extended cylindrical
targets is investigated. A theoretical model for the total scattered field from a cylindrical target in a
range-dependent ocean waveguide is developed from Green’s theorem. The locally scattered field on
the target surface is estimated as a function of the incident field by applying the appropriate
boundary conditions on continuity of acoustic pressure and normal velocity, making the model
applicable to general penetrable cylinders. The model can account for depth dependence in medium
sound speed and hence refraction in the incident field along the target depth. Numerical
implementation is done for a passive acoustic reflector, a long cylindrical air-filled rubber hose,
often deployed vertically in experiments to provide calibration and charting consistency for
wide-area active sonar systems. Analysis with the model indicates that refraction in the incident field
along the target depth must be taken into account to accurately estimate the scattered field level from
vertically extended cylindrical targets. It is demonstrated that the standard Ingenito waveguide target
scattering model, which assumes that the incident field is planar along the target extent, can lead to
significant errors of 10 dB or more in estimating the scattered field level.
© 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3083235�
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I. INTRODUCTION

In real ocean waveguides, the water column sound speed
profile can vary significantly as a function of depth leading
to acoustic field propagation that is highly refractive. Here,
we investigate the effect of non-planar incident field on the
scattered field from finite vertically extended cylindrical tar-
gets in range-dependent ocean waveguides. To better quan-
tify the effect, we develop a theoretical model for the scat-
tered field from a vertically extended cylindrical target that
accounts for non-planar incident field over the target depth
by direct application of Green’s theorem.1,2 The locally scat-
tered field on the target surface at each depth is estimated as
a function of the incident field by applying the boundary
conditions on continuity of acoustic pressure and normal ve-
locity, making the model applicable to general penetrable
cylinders. Since the scattering contributions are calculated at
each depth of the target, the object does not need to be lo-
cated in an iso-speed layer. Furthermore, the scattering
model for vertically extended cylindrical targets developed
here can be implemented using both normal modes and the
parabolic equation �PE� acoustic propagation models making
the approach applicable to general range-dependent
environments.3,4

The formulation is applied to calculate the scattered field
from a cylindrical target5 manufactured by BBN Systems
and Technologies �Cambridge, MA� in several shallow water
environments with different sound speed profile and bathym-
etry. The BBN target is often deployed during acoustic
experiments6,7 serving as a passive acoustic reflector for its
known high target strength. Experiments that have deployed

the BBN target include the ONR-sponsored 2006 Ocean
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Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing �OAWRS� Experiment
at Georges Bank in the Gulf of Maine, and the 20018,9 and
2003 �Ref. 10� Acoustic Clutter Imaging Experiments in the
New Jersey Strataform under the ONR Geoclutter Program.
The BBN target is essentially a 30 m long and 7 cm diameter
air-filled cylindrical hose made of gum rubber, suspended
vertically off the seafloor at specified depths using a combi-
nation of anchors and floats. It provides a means to validate
full-field waveguide scattering models and to minimize
charting errors in range and bearing for active sonar systems.
The scattered field from the BBN targets can also be com-
pared to that from other targets of interest, such as fish
schools, underwater vehicles, and the sea bottom, in order to
determine their relative target or scattering strengths.

The scattering of sound by an object in an ocean wave-
guide is complicated due to multi-modal propagation and
dispersion. The ocean-acoustic standard, Ingenito11 wave-
guide target scattering model, is a widely used method12–15 to
calculate the single scattering from arbitrary sized objects in
a horizontally stratified ocean waveguide. This approach is
based on normal mode theory and it decomposes the incident
field at the target center into modal plane waves. The object’s
plane wave scatter function is used to couple the incident and
scattered modes which are then propagated to the receiver.
The Ingenito model is therefore valid for large scatterers,
large compared to the acoustic wavelength, in an ocean
waveguide. However, it only applies to objects contained
within an iso-speed layer because of modal plane wave de-
composition at the target center. The Ingenito model cannot
account for changes in medium sound speed along the target

depth and assumes that the incident field is planar over the
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target extent. Other approaches16–22 for modeling object scat-
tering in a waveguide are similarly limited, applicable to or
implemented only for objects contained in an iso-speed layer.
Some models16,17,23–26 are only valid for horizontally strati-
fied range-independent environments while others, such as
the sonar equation,27 are only valid for compact scatterers,28

small compared to the acoustic wavelength, in a waveguide.
The theoretical vertically extended cylindrical target

waveguide scattering �VETWS� model developed here is
first calibrated against the Ingenito11 model for the BBN tar-
get in a Pekeris waveguide where the target is contained
within the iso-speed water column layer. The two models
lead to scattered field levels as a function of range that match
perfectly in this environment. The VETWS model is then
implemented in a waveguide with the highly refractive
water-column sound speed profile from the Gulf of Maine. In
this environment, the BBN target extends over a depth where
the water-column sound speed cannot be approximated as a
constant and the field incident on the target is highly non-
planar. We show that when the Ingenito model is applied in
this environment, it leads to significant errors of 10 dB or
more in estimating the scattered field level for the BBN tar-
get.

Section II presents the theoretical approach and analyti-
cal formulation used to model the scattered field from a finite
vertically extended cylindrical target in a general ocean
waveguide. In Sec. III we describe the numerical implemen-
tation for the BBN target, and present results of calculations
in both range-independent and range-dependent shallow wa-
ter environments with different sound speed profiles. We
compare the scattered field level using our model with that
from the Ingenito model for each case.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

In this section we develop the analytic formulation for
the scattered field from a vertically extended cylindrical tar-
get in a range-dependent ocean waveguide. The origin of the
coordinate system is placed at the target center with the
z-axis pointing vertically downward and aligned with the
axis of the cylinder, as shown in Fig. 1. The coordinates for

points on the target are denoted by rt
� = �xt ,yt ,zt�

= ��t cos �t ,�t sin �t ,zt�. Given a time harmonic source at lo-

cation r0
� and receiver at location r�, the total scattered field
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FIG. 1. Geometry of the scattering problem from a vertically extended
cylindrical target of radius a and length L. The origin of the coordinate
system is at the center of the cylinder.
from the target is obtained by application of Green’s theorem
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Pscat�r�� = − �
S

�P�rt
� ��tG�r��rt

� � − �tP�rt
� �G�r��rt

� �� · n� tdAt.

�1�

In Eq. �1�, integration is performed over the surface S of the

scatterer, P�rt
� � is the total acoustic pressure on the target

surface, G�r� �rt
� � is the waveguide Green’s function, and n� t is

the unit vector normal to the surface of the object pointing
away from the medium. Equation �1� is applicable to general
targets with arbitrary boundary conditions.

The total pressure field on the surface of the target can
be written as the sum of incident and scattered components

P�rt
� � = Pinc�rt

� � + Pscat�rt
� � . �2�

For a cylindrical target of radius �t=a and length L in an
ocean waveguide, the local incident field on the surface of
the target can be calculated numerically from an acoustic
propagation model. The local scattered field on the surface of
the cylindrical scatterer, on the other hand, is approximated
in terms of Hankel functions as follows:

Pscat�rt
� � � �

n=0

�

An�zt�Hn
�1��k�rt

� ��t�cos�n�t� . �3�

At each depth point along the length of the target, this de-
composition of the locally scattered field into cylindrical har-
monics is valid since the acoustic mode cycle distances are
typically much larger than the radius of the cylinder. In the
above approximation, Hn

�1� is the Hankel function of first kind

and order n, and k�rt
� �=� /c�rt

� � is the medium wavenumber,

where � is the circular frequency and c�rt
� � is the range and

depth-dependent medium sound speed. The depth-dependent
coefficients An�zt� are optimally obtained by a least squares
inversion applying the appropriate boundary condition at the
surface of the target.

We assume that the radius of the cylinder is small com-
pared to its length so that scattering is dominated by contri-
butions from the curved surface of the cylinder and the con-
tribution from the end caps is negligible. This also ensures
that single scattering dominates for the vertically extended
cylinder and multiple scattering with the waveguide bound-
aries is negligible.29

Next we examine three different boundary conditions for
the finite vertically extended cylinder, the pressure-release,
rigid, and penetrable surfaces.

A. Pressure-release target

The pressure-release condition states that the total pres-
sure field at the target surface given by Eq. �2� must vanish.

Substituting P�rt
� �=0 into Eq. �1� we observe that the first

term under the integral sign goes to zero, and we obtain a
simplified form for the total scattered field

Pscat�r�� = � ��tP�rt
� �G�r��rt

� �� · nt
� dAt. �4�
S
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In order to solve Eq. �4�, we need to define the gradient
of the local incident and local scattered pressure fields at the
target surface. Over the curved surface of the circular cylin-
der,

�tP�rt
� � · nt

� = −
�P�rt

� �
��t

, �5�

i.e., the gradient of the field dotted with the normal vector to
the surface is just the derivative in the radial direction. The
gradient of the incident field on the surface of the target can
be calculated numerically from an acoustic propagation
model. In order to calculate the gradient of the locally scat-
tered field on the surface of the target, however, we first
make use of Eq. �3� and the boundary condition to find the
coefficients An�zt� and hence the local scattered field.

By substituting Eq. �3� and the pressure-release bound-
ary condition into Eq. �2�, we can write the resulting equa-
tion as a system of linear equations of the form

Bq� = p� �6�

at each depth point of the cylinder, where B is an M �N

matrix of coefficients Hn
�1��k�rt

� ��t�cos�n�t�, where M is the
number of discrete points in azimuth around the cylinder and
N is the number of terms of the Hankel function, q� is the
vector of coefficients An�zt� of length N we are interested in

finding, and p� is of size M and corresponds to −Pinc�rt
� �, the

negative incident pressure field at discrete azimuthal points
around the cylinder. At each depth zt of the target, we calcu-
late the least-squares solution for An�zt� that minimizes �p�
−Bq��.

Once the coefficients An�zt� are determined and hence an
approximation for the local scattered field, we use Eqs. �3�
and �5� to calculate the gradient of the field as follows:

�Pscat�rt
� �

��t
= �

n=0

�

An�zt�Hn
�1���k�rt

� ��t�cos�n�t� , �7�

where Hn
�1�� is the derivative of the Hankel function with

respect to �t expressed as30

�Hn
�1��k�rt

� ��t�
��t

= − k�rt
� �Hn+1

�1� �k�rt
� ��t� +

n

�t
Hn

�1��k�rt
� ��t� .

�8�

Substituting Eqs. �7� and �8�, along with the gradient of
the incident field and the waveguide Green’s function into
Eq. �4�, we can calculate the scattered field from the
pressure-release cylindrical target at any location in the
waveguide. The summation in Eqs. �3� and �7� is truncated at
N which is the maximum number of terms sufficient for ac-
curately satisfying the boundary condition. However, since
we are also calculating the gradient of the local scattered
pressure analytically by Eq. �7�, more terms may be needed
in order to obtain a stable solution. For targets with small
radius such that ka�1, we expect only a few terms to be

necessary in the approximations.
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B. Rigid target

For a target with a rigid boundary, the radial component
of the particle velocity must vanish at the surface

u�rt
� � = uinc�rt

� � + uscat�rt
� � = 0. �9�

Note that on the surface of the circular cylinder, the radial
component of the particle velocity and the total pressure are
related by

u�rt
� � = −

i

�d�rt
� �

�P�rt
� �

��t
, �10�

where d is the medium density. Applying Eqs. �9� and �10� to
Green’s theorem in Eq. �1�, the second term goes to zero and
the total scattered field can be calculated from the simplified
form below,

Pscat�r�� = − �
S

�P�rt
� ��tG�r��rt

� �� · nt
� dAt. �11�

Equations �9� and �10� are used along with Eqs. �7� and
�8� to find a least-squares solution for the depth-dependent
coefficients An�zt� and the local scattered field. Once these
quantities are computed, Eq. �11� is used to calculate the
total scattered field at the receiver location.

C. Penetrable target

Let the region outside a homogeneous penetrable cylin-
drical target be called medium 1 and the region inside the
target be called medium 2. The total pressure field in medium
1 is

P1�r�� = Pinc�r�� + Pscat�r�� , �12�

where Pinc�r�� is calculated using a waveguide acoustic
propagation model, as before, and Pscat�r�� is defined in Eq.
�3�. The pressure field inside the cylindrical target can be
expressed as

P2�r�� � �
n=0

�

Bn�zt�Hn
�1��k�rt

� ��t�cos�n�t� , �13�

where the coefficients Bn�zt� are determined by application of
the boundary conditions.

For this specific case, the two boundary conditions to be
satisfied on the surface of the homogeneous penetrable cy-

lindrical target are continuity of acoustic pressure, P1�rt
� �

= P2�rt
� �, and continuity of the radial component of particle

velocity, u1�rt
� �=u2�rt

� �. Applying these conditions to Eqs. �3�
and �13�, we obtain a system of equations that are optimally
inverted to find the coefficients An�zt� of Eq. �3� and Bn�zt� of
Eq. �13�. Once these coefficients are determined, the total
pressure field on the surface of the target can be calculated
with Eq. �12� and its gradient with Eqs. �5�, �7�, and �8�.
Finally, Green’s theorem, Eq. �1�, is used to compute the

total scattered field level at any location in the waveguide.
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III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

We implement the scattering model derived in Sec. II for
a L=30 m long BBN cylindrical target of radius a=3.5 cm.
The air-filled BBN target satisfies a pressure-release bound-
ary condition so that the equations in Sec. II A are used to
compute the scattered field level. A normal mode model31 is
used to calculate the waveguide Green’s function for the
range-independent cases while the PE model4 is used for the
range-dependent environment. For all calculations, a mono-
static configuration is used with a harmonic source of fre-
quency either 415 or 950 Hz co-located with a receiver that
measures backscattered fields from the cylindrical target. The
acoustic wavelength is much larger than the target’s radius,
but smaller than its length. The geometry of the problem is
shown in Fig. 1. In order to validate our model, we first
compare the VETWS model results with Ingenito’s scatter-
ing solution for the Pekeris waveguide. In addition, we also
demonstrate the VETWS result in a layered waveguide with
significant sound speed change as a function of target depth
and in a range-dependent environment with downslope
wedging bottom.

A. Range-independent cases

In order to implement the Ingenito11,14 scattering model,
the following scatter function for a pressure-release cylinder
is used:32,33

S��,�;�i,�i� = −
kL

�
sinc	 kL

2
�cos �i − cos ��


��
m=0

�

Bm�− j�m cos�m�� − �i�� . �14�

The above formula expresses the fact that the cylinder scat-
ters in the vertical like a finite length array through the sinc
function32 and in azimuth through the cylindrical harmonics,
where the amplitude of each harmonic for the pressure-
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FIG. 2. Scattered field level from the BBN target in a 100 m deep Pekeris
waveguide over sandy bottom of Example 1 calculated with the VETWS
model and Ingenito model. Source of frequency 415 Hz is co-located with
receiver at z=50 m; target is centered at z=50 m.
release cylinder is given by
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Bm = − 	mjm Jm�ka�
Hm�ka�

. �15�

In the above two equations, � and � correspond to the eleva-
tion and azimuth angles of the scattered plane waves, �i and
�i correspond to the elevation and azimuth angles of the
incident plane waves, 	m is the Neumann number defined as
	0=1, and 	m=2 for m�0, and Jm is the Bessel function of
the first kind and order m.

We first compare the VETWS model with the Ingenito
model for the BBN target in a 100 m deep Pekeris wave-
guide over a sandy bottom. The source, receiver, and target
centroid are placed at z=50 m. The environmental param-
eters used in this example are water sound speed cw

=1500 m /s, bottom sound speed cb=1700 m /s, bottom den-
sity �b=1.9 g /cm3, and bottom attenuation �b=0.8 dB /
.

The total backscattered field level from the target as a
function of source-target separation up to 30 km range for a
source of frequency 415 Hz is shown in Fig. 2. As expected
for this case where the object is contained in the iso-speed
water column layer, the scattered levels calculated using the
two methods are in very good agreement. Figure 3 shows the
depth-dependent coefficients An�zt� of Eqs. �3� and �7� for the
Pekeris waveguide problem when the target is located at r
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FIG. 3. Plot of magnitude and phase of coefficients An�zt� of Example 1 for
target located at 20 km from 415 Hz source.

FIG. 4. Mean sound speed profile for Gulf of Maine, during September and
October 2006, used in the calculations of the total scattered field for Ex-
amples 2 and 3. Source and target locations in depth for both examples are
also shown for reference.
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=20 km from the source. Note that only the first three terms
in the sum of Eq. �7� are necessary to obtain a stable solution
since ka�0.1.

Next, we examine the scattering from the BBN target in
a 200 m deep waveguide with a depth-dependent sound
speed profile over a flat sandy bottom. The sound speed pro-
file used in the calculations, shown in Fig. 4, is the mean
sound speed profile derived from 185 expendable bathyther-
mograph measurements acquired during the OAWRS experi-
ment in the Gulf of Maine between September and October
2006. For this environment, we consider two different
source-receiver-target configurations illustrated in Fig. 4. In
Example 2, the source and receiver are placed at z=60 m,
and the target is centered at the same depth. In Example 3,
the source and receiver are located at z=60 m, and the target
is centered at z=180 m and is suspended 5 m off the bottom.
For both examples, calculations are performed for two dif-
ferent frequencies.

In the geometry of Example 2, the target is contained
within a layer where the medium sound speed change over
the target depth is substantial, about 15 m /s. Figure 5 shows
the level of the scattered field calculated using the VETWS
model and Ingenito’s model for Example 2 for a source of
415 Hz. In this case, the Ingenito model overestimates the
scattered field level by roughly 3–5 dB. The modal interfer-
ence structure of the scattered fields from the two models
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FIG. 5. Scattered field level from the BBN target in the depth-dependent
waveguide scenario of Example 2 calculated with the VETWS model and
Ingenito model. Source of frequency 415 Hz is co-located with receiver at
z=60 m; target is centered at z=60 m.
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differ for this case. For the Ingenito model, the interference
pattern for the scattered field level depends on the Green’s
function modal interaction with range at the target center. For
the VETWS model, the interference pattern depends on the
modal interaction integrated over the depth of the target. Fur-
thermore, the Ingenito model does not account for changes in
sound speed along the depth extent of the target. Instead, it
uses the sound speed information at the center of the object
and assumes that it is contained in an otherwise homoge-
neous layer. Our VETWS model, on the other hand, takes
into account changes in medium sound speed and hence the
incident acoustic field refraction along the depth extent of the
target. The magnitude and phase of the coefficients An�zt� for
Example 2 are shown in Fig. 6 for a target located at r
=20 km from the 415 Hz source. Because of non-planar, re-
fractive incident field over the target depth, the magnitude
and phase of An�zt� in Fig. 6 vary much more drastically
compared to Fig. 3 for the iso-speed Pekeris waveguide
where these quantities vary smoothly over the target depth.
The results for Example 2 using a source of frequency
950 Hz are similar to the lower frequency result, where the
Ingenito model overestimates the scattered field level by
roughly 3–5 dB.

The results for Example 3, in which the target is cen-
tered at z=180 m, are shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� for the
415 and 950 Hz sources, respectively. Note that in this ex-
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FIG. 6. Plot of magnitude and phase of coefficients An�zt� of Example 2 for
target located at 20 km from 415 Hz source.
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ample, the target is contained within a layer where the me-
dium sound speed changes by roughly 2 m /s over the target
depth. For both frequencies the Ingenito model underesti-
mates the scattered field level by more than 10 dB on aver-
age, beyond roughly 20 km source-target separation. The dif-
ference in the scattered field level from the VETWS and
Ingenito models is shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b� for source
frequencies of 415 and 950 Hz, respectively. We can observe
from these plots that the difference between the two models
increases on average with range for this source-receiver-
target configuration.

B. Example in a range-dependent environment

In this section, the VETWS model is implemented with
the PE to determine the total scattered field from the BBN
target in a range-dependent environment. We consider the
case of an iso-speed water layer with sound speed cw

=1500 m /s, over a downsloping wedge sandy bottom with
sound speed cb=1700 m /s. The bathymetry and sound speed
used in this example are shown in Fig. 9. The source and
receiver are placed at z=50 m, and the target is centered at
the same depth. Figure 10 shows the total scattered field
level for a source of frequency 415 Hz.

For comparison, we also apply the Ingenito model to
calculate the total scattered field from the BBN target. Since
Ingenito’s model is implemented here using a range-
independent normal mode model, we approximate the range-
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dependent waveguide as range-independent using the mean
water depth, which in this case is 150 m. Other environmen-
tal parameters and the source-receiver-target configuration
remain the same. The result is shown in Fig. 10 where we
observe that the differences in the total scattered field be-
tween the correct range-dependent treatment of the wave-
guide and its approximation as range-independent are signifi-
cant. Errors of over 10 dB for ranges greater than 10 km
suggest the importance of our approach when calculating the
scattered field from vertically cylindrical targets at long
ranges from the receiver in real ocean environments.

In the future, the VETWS model developed here will be
applied to examine the scattered field data from BBN targets
deployed in the Gulf of Maine during the OAWRS experi-
ment with a wide-area sonar in September to October 2006.
The current model will be readily applicable to the highly
range-dependent environment near Georges Bank where the
targets were deployed. A stochastic propagation model will
be used in conjunction with the VETWS model to take into
account fluctuations in the medium and hence the observed
scattered returns from the BBN target.

IV. CONCLUSION

A theoretical model for the scattered field from a pen-
etrable vertically extended cylindrical target in a range-
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FIG. 10. Scattered field level from the BBN target in the range-dependent
environment of Example 4 calculated with the VETWS model. Ingenito
model is plotted as reference for a 150 m deep water column. Source of
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dependent ocean waveguide is developed from Green’s theo-
rem. The model takes into account changes in medium sound
speed along the depth extent of the object and hence ac-
counts for non-planar incident field on the target surface. The
model is numerically implemented for the BBN target in
several different shallow water waveguides. The BBN target
is a thin and long air-filled rubber hose often deployed ver-
tically during active acoustic imaging experiments at sea for
accurate charting and sonar calibration. The model is vali-
dated against the Ingenito waveguide scattering model in an
iso-speed Pekeris waveguide where both models lead to
identical scattered field levels for the BBN target. In a real-
istic ocean waveguide, however, with significant change in
medium sound speed over the target depth, our analysis
shows that the Ingenito model can lead to errors of 10 dB or
more in estimating the scattered field level. This is because
the Ingenito model assumes that the incident wave over the
extent of the target is planar. Our analysis indicates that
changes in medium sound speed and hence refraction of the
incident acoustic field along the depth extent of a vertically
long target must be taken into account in order to accurately
estimate its scattered field level in a general ocean wave-
guide.
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